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The Gallery of Art in Giving 
Every art purchase funds innovative childhood cancer research 

Congratulations to Dr. Oren Becher 
The Rachel Molly Markoff’s grant recipient for 2023/2024 & 2024/2025 

 

Art at BioMed’s lobby at 
200 Sidney Street-Cambridge 

Art at Alexandria’s new building 

Dr. Oren’s research aims to identify new 
targets to treat DIPG, an incurable brain 
cancer in children. We will be using an 
approach called CRISPR which allows 
scientists to delete genes and see how they 
impact cell growth. By looking at all 19,000 
genes using both genetic and patient 
derived models, we will strive to identify 
new targets for future drug development 
efforts, specifically to target tumor cells that 
harbor the hallmark H3K27M mutation. 
 

Oren Becher, MD 
Chief, The Jack Martin Fund 
Division of Pediatric 
Hematology-Oncology 
Steven Ravitch Chair in 
Hematology-Oncology 
Mount Sinai Kravis Children’s 
Hospital 
Professor of Pediatrics and 
Oncological Sciences 
Icahn school of Medicine at 
Mount Sinai 

 

 

 

“We are so grateful to have such a beautiful piece 
hanging in our lobby at 200 Sidney Street! It 
provides just the right pop of color our lobby 
needs. Happy to continue this great partnership 
with Art in Giving! “Mike Rosenberry 
 

 
 

strongly with our tenants.  When the design architect on one of our 

latest building projects at 140 First Street (fka Charles Park) 

envisioned the lobby as an “Art Gallery” we knew exactly where to 

turn.  With the review and approval of the tenant representative, 

we selected pieces for office spaces along with the elevator entry. 

We then decided to have the same artist commissioned to enhance 

the lobby.  The end result has been spectacular and we are grateful 

to the teams involved with making the building so special for the 

visitors and occupants.” Cosmo Brown 

 

 

COSMO BROWN 

Artist: Silvina Mizrahi 

Artist: Denise Driscoll 

“Alexandria has 

enjoyed our 

relationship with Art in 

Giving for many years; 

bringing life into our 

lobbies and conference 

spaces and supporting 

cancer research at the 

same time. These 

themes resonate 
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"As an abstract painter, I create artwork for a quest of 

meaning, authenticity and expression of hope, 

serenity, peace and happiness for me and others for 

our future. In my heart, painting is a way of living 

honestly and having a role in protecting peace and 

defending human rights in the world." 

 

Dominique Boutaud 

Leonid  

 

Welcome to Art in Giving:  Feaured Artists

  

"I am an architect, designer, freelance artist and an 

illustrator. Finding the right artistic approach to 

realize my vision of the city took years and in many 

ways is a compilation of my life’s artistic and 

professional experiences. I use various media and 

constantly experiment with different styles to 

create realistic and abstract art."  

 

 

To see more of Dominique’s fine art pieces, 

please visit this page. 

 

 

 

Leonid Osseny  

 

 
 

To see more of Leonid’s fine art pieces, please 

visit this page. 

 

 

 

 

https://artingiving.com/dominique-boutaud
https://artingiving.com/leonid-osseny
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                                                  Thank you for reading this newsletter            
 If you have an idea, a lead or interested in getting more involved, please email or call us at 617 877 4230                                                        

While visiting family in the area, I met a 

friend at the Flour Bakery & Café. “Through 

the Haze” was in my direct line of sight the 

entire time I was enjoying my breakfast. 

Before I left, I snapped a picture of the 

painting information to learn more about it. 

As a philanthropist, I was so pleased to learn 

that the painting was a part of the Art in 

Giving program benefitting pediatric cancer 

research – it made the painting that much 

more beautiful to me. We can all be inspired 

by Eliane’s generosity to share our gifts and 

resources with the world the way to create 

the world we hope to live in – in this case 

one that is free of pediatric cancer.” 

Michele Dudley- Founder BraveWorks. 

  

Generous grant from The Rhode Island Foundation  

 

A very generous anonymous donor has granted Art in Giving/The Rachel Molly Markoff a six 

figure gift to hire a part time Business Development consultant.  The ideal candidate will 

have access to corporate contacts who are responsible for, or influential in, the 

acquisition of art for office space. We welcome your support in finding a candidate. 

For further information, please view this link.  

 

mailto:esmarkoff@verizon.net
https://www.braveworks.org/
https://artingiving.com/real-estate-business-development-consultant

